I. INTRODUCTION
Polarized laser beams are an excellent tool to determine vector correlations in anisotropic processes. One laser beam selects parent molecules with the proper alignment, while the probe beam analyzes the degree of alignment of the products using different detection geometries and rotational branches for fragment excitation. An analysis is possible not only of the rotational motion J of the fragment relative to its recoil velocity v or relative to the transition dipole moment lr of the parent molecule, but also of the spatial distribution of the products relative to the transition dipole moment. '4 NH (a 'A) fragments in the symmetric A (A ') level was observed.42T43 Since the wave function of the parent HN, (2 'A ') and the wave function of the N, (X '2: ) product are symmetric with respect to reflection at the molecular plane, the wave function of the NH (a 'A) product must also be symmetric with respect to reflection at the initial molecular plane of the parent, if the HN, remains planar during fragmentation. Consequently, the preferred production of NH in the symmetric A(A ') state is consistent with a planar dissociation geometry.
If the diatomic fragments are formed in open-shell electronic states, then the product distribution among the finestructure levels may provide considerable information on the dynamics of the chemical process. In linear molecules with a nonvanishing projection of the electronic orbital angular momentum onto the nuclear axis, each rotational level is split into closely spaced A doublets. At high angular momentum J, these two levels have opposite symmetry, A(A ') or A (A v ) , with respect to the reflection in the plane of rotation. '-' In principle, the relative populations of the A(A ') and A( A c ) doublets can be predicted by projection of a transition state onto the products, if the geometry of the process is conserved.8t9 Specific A doublet preferences were observed in a number of product molecules in II electronic states formed in reactions'0-25 and photodissociation processes,26-38 as (-,H(XZn) ,2, '3-2'.2"33 NO(J3),22,23. 3"36 and NH (c*II) .37S38 A planar transition state correlates with either one or with the other product A state at high rotation, depending on symmetry. These arguments also hold for fragments formed in A electronic states.3941
On the contrary, in the UV photodissociation of HN, at 266 nm, HN, (y 'A ') + hv( 266 nm) -+ HN, (2 'A H ) -+NH(a 'A) + N, (XIX,+ ), no A doublet preference was found.3q Thus, the excited-state dissociation dynamics are governed by nonplanar fragmentation geometries.M
In the present study we want to report on a new feature of the A (A ') and A (A n ) A levels in the UV photodissociation of HN, and its deuterated analogon DN, at 308 nm. There is no preference for one A state, i.e., the population of these levels is equal. However, the vector correlations between ~.L(R N3), v(NR), and J(NR) behave differently for the two A doublets; R = H,D.45 In addition, the complete product state distribution of the ND( a 'A, u" = 0) fragment is determined.
II. EXPERIMENT
In an infrared multiphoton dissociation experiment of
The experiments were performed using the pump and hydrazoic acid, a distinct preference for the production of probe technique including sub-Doppler laser-induced flu-orescence measurements of nascent NR(a 'A) products. Details of the experimental setup have been published elsewhere.39*64 In short, hydrazoic acid was generated in a vacuum line using NaN, in excess of (deuterated) stearic acid. The only gases evolving at 75-85 "C were DN, and HN, which were pumped directly into the observation cell. Typical pressures were O-5-2.0 Pa controlled by a capacitance manometer.
The photolysis pulse at 308 nm (4.0 eV) was delivered by an XeCl excimer laser (Lambda Physik, EMG 101) operating at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The pulse energy inside of the observation cell was about 1 mJ at a beam diameter of 2-4 mm. The NH and ND products were probed after a delay time of less than 40 ns by a Nd:YAG pumped dye laser (Lambda Physik, FL 2002E) whose bandwidth was reduced to Av, ~0.1 cm -' by an intracavity etalon. The bandwidth of this laser system is sufficient to discriminate between NH and ND rotational lines and to resolve the shape of the (c 'II +a 'A) rotational transitions of the (0,O) band in order to analyze the (CL -v -J) vector correlations. The pulse energies of both laser beams were monitored by two Si detectors and stored in a microcomputer (Siemens AT 386) after analog-to-digital conversion.
For measurements of the vector correlations both laser beams were linearly polarized. The plane of polarization of the dye laser was rotated by il/2 plates. The polarization plane of the photolysis laser beam was modulated by a photoelastic modulator (Hinds International, PEM 80) on a shot-to-shot basis switching the electric E vector between being parallel and being perpendicular to the direction of the analyzing dye laser beam. This laser-beam arrangement allowed experiments at four different probe geometries where the photoelastic modulator switches between geometry II and V and between geometry IV and VI. ' The laser-induced fluorescence signal was viewed perpendicular to the laser beams with a photomultiplier tube (Valvo) equipped withfl.O imaging optics and an interference filter (327 f 5 nm corresponding to the c 'II -+u 'A emission). The photomultiplier output was fed to a boxcar integrator (Stanford, SRS 250) which was interfaced to the microcomputer. All time events in the experiments were controlled by a home built three channel variable delay unit which synchronized the photolysis laser with the photoelastic modulator and the dye laser system.
Ill. RESULTS
The correlated vector properties of a molecular photofragment provide a pictorial view of the dissociation process and, hence, of the upper potential energy surface(PES). Here, the analyzed vectors are the transition dipole moment p of the R N, parent, the NR (a 'A) product recoil velocity v, and the NR rotational motion J. This dynamical information can be extracted from the shape of the NR absorption lines.' If the fragments are formed with a single recoil velocity u = A~+/Y,, , then the Doppler profile 1(x, ) of the nonisotropic recoil distribution induced by a linearly polarized photolysis laser is given by
D where xD = (Y -v0 )/Av, is the relative Doppler shift from line center Q and P2 (x,) is the second Lengendre polynomial. The parameter & contains all the information about the anisotropy of the dissociation process."* Expression ( 1) has to be convoluted with the line shape of the analyzing dye laser (linewidth Av, ), the translational motion of the R N, parent at room temperature T [ Avp = Q/C* (8kT In 2/m) "'1, and with the recoil velocity distributionf ( u) . If the velocity distributionf( v)/v of the fragment is small or can be approximated by a Gaussian function centered around a mean velocity with a width of AY,, then a least-squares fit to the observed Doppler profile yields the anisotropy parameter per, the mean Doppler width Av,, and the width Av, of the recoil velocity distribution of the fragment:
A$=A4-A+-$.
We have measured the values of ,Beff for NH and ND as a function of the rotational state for each A doublet at four different geometries and for all P, Q, and R branches. The bipolar moments (fl,,,&,,B&,,) which quantitatively describe the vector correlation between the transition dipole moment of the parent CL, the recoil velocity v, and the rotational vector J of the NH (or ND) product have been determined for each rotational state in the usual manner described in the literature.2v39 The rotational alignment and the rotational product distribution P(J) of the fragments were determined by the integrated line intensities s I( v, ) dva --p(J) 9 (b, + b,&-1, (3) where the geometry and branch dependent multipliers b, and b, were calculated for observation of undispersed fluorescence.39
A. Population of the A doublets
In the analysis of NR products, the two electron 'A state is excited to a 'II state. In that case, each rotational transition consists of a pair of lines39 where one line probes the symmetric A(A ') state and the adjacent line analyzes the antisymmetric A(A ") state. The energy splitting between the A doublets is much larger in the Il state than in the A state and, thus, the separation between the line pairs is essentially determined by the (upper) c 'II state. At low product rotation, the Doppler width of the lines is larger than the spacing between a line pair. A plot of the population ratios of resolved lines, R = [P(A ") -P(A')]/[P(A ") + P(A')], is shown in Fig. 1 . An exclusive formation of NR in the antisymmetric A(A ") corresponds to R = + 1, while the other extreme is obtained for R = -1. An unequal population of the two A doublet states contains information on the planarity of the fragmentation process. However, within the small range of 10% no strong preference for a A doublet level is observed.
Only for ND a minor positive R value indicates a slight- tion is given as the average of the 'A (A ') and 'A (A n ) state populations. The squares in Fig. 2 represent the NH fragment and the rhombi its deuterated analog. The solid line represents a Gaussian fit to the population number:
where J,,, is the most likely product rotation and AJ represents the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the rotational distribution. Obviously, the product rotation can well be characterized by a Gaussian distribution. However, it should be mentioned that the unusual behavior at JND = 10 is reproducible in the experiment. The most likely NR rotation J,,, is almost doubled, when the H atom is substituted by deuterium; the fit yields J,,, (ND) =: 10.5 and J,,, (NH) ~-5.7. The width AJ also increases from AJ(NH) ~5 to AJ(ND) ~9.
C. Energetics
The available energy for the products, E,, is given by E, = hv + Eint (R N, ) -Edis. The internal energy Ei,, is essentially determined by parent rotation 1 RT, and to a minor extent, by the Ye (a') (NNN) in-plane and by the v6 (u" ) NNN out-of-plane bend; Eint (HN, ) ~380 cm -' and Ei,, (DN, ) z 390 cm -'. The energy Edis is a critical quantity, because a precise value of the bond dissociation energy for generating fragments in their lowest quantum state is not known. However, Casassa et a1.43 showed that the most likely value for the fragmentation of HN, (2 'A ') into N, ('B,f) and NH('A) is close to E,,,(HN,)~l8750 cm-' . From this value we calculated the dissociation energy for DN, simply by the zero-point vibrational energy difference of HN, -DN, and NH-ND according to the values in Table I . Then we obtain a value of Edis (DN, ) z 18 970 cm-' and for the available energy E, (NH) zz 14 100 cm -' and E, (ND) =: 13 890 cm -'. The mean rotational energy of the ND fragment in v = 0 is calculated in the usual manner:
From the line profile measurements we obtain the width Av, and, thus, the recoil velocity of the fragment, v = Av, 'c/v,. On the average, the ND fragments are formed with a velocity of (u) = 3100 m/s. Since the linear momentum of ND and N, have to compensate each other due to conservation of linear momentum, the mean kinetic energy of the fragments is given by (&in > = ~m2,,(u&,)/p = 10 100 cm-',
wherep is the reduced mass of the ND-N, system. The fraction of the available energy which is released as translation is , (Ref. 56 ) and the population of vibrational excited levels at 300 K. The internuclear distances and angles are essentially the same for both species, except for the ND bond distance being 0.3 pm shorter. 
b%,n(Nz)) =-& (Ekin) = 3670 cm-'. 2 Since the total energy has to be conserved, we obtain for the mean internal energy of the N, partner product:
f;nr(NZ) = 1 -f,t(ND) -Ain =0*19*
D. Vector correlations of A(k) and A@") A doublets
The vector correlation between the transition dipole moment of RN,, p(z'A g -2 'A '), and the rotational vector J of the NR product is described by the value offlPR,, , which is the normalized rotational alignment parameter A;z '-4 -AJ*
The limiting values of fiti = + 1 or ,BPJ = -0.5 correspond to a parallel or a perpendicular alignment between p and J. We determined fiPJ for both A sublevels by measuring the integrated line intensities for different excitation branches and detection geometries. Within the experimental uncertainty of + 10% no different alignment of the J vector relative to the parent transition dipole moment was observed. Figure 3 shows the rotational dependence of the (A averaged) /?@ parameter. Only at low Ja small positive pti parameter is observed. In general, the fragmentation process does not prefer an alignment between p(R N3) and J(NR).
The system behaves completely differently regarding the other vector correlations; i.e., correlations between the transition dipole moment p( R N, > and the fragment recoil velocity v( NR) and between the translational, v(NR), and rotational, J(NR), motion of the product. These correlations can be extracted from the line shapes. It is most surprising that the A doublets A (A ' ) and A (A N ) indicate different vector correlations. As an example, the Doppler profiles for the R (9) transitions of the NH product are shown in Fig. 4 . The line at lower excitation energies probes the antisymmetric A(A p ) level, while the adjacent line analyzes the symmetric A(A ') state. motion of the N, -NR system due to conservation of angular momentum. However, the (v-J) correlation for products generated in the A (A U ) state is negative (only for the highest NH rotation & becomes slightly positive) and, thus, the upper potential-energy surface cannot induce a pure torsional motion of the NR rotor.
The value of the observed bipolar moment flPUJ which describes the three-vector correlation between IJL (R N, 1, v (NR ) , and J (NR ) is close to zero (Fig. 7) . If all three vectors are parallel to one another, thenfl,,n,, will reach the limiting value of -1; if two vectors are parallel to one another, but the third one is perpendicular to these vectors, then fiPul will reach the positive limit of BP", = + 0.5. A very weak tendency for pPul is observed for changing from positive values at low J to negative values at high J (Fig. 7) . A significant difference between both A components is not observed. This is not astonishing because the three-vector correlation P P,J is already weak and small differences between A(A ') and A(A " ) cannot be resolved.
IV. DISCUSSION
The applied spectroscopic technique based on line profile and polarization measurements provides a deep insight into the molecular motion in the course of fragmentation. All scalar properties which are summarized in Table II in conjunction with the measured vector correlations will be used in the following discussion of the dissociation process. Gericke Although the scalar and vector properties are integrated with respect to time, detailed information on the reaction path can be extracted, if only one potential energy surface is involved. 44 The ground state of R N, is of 'A ' geometry and only the first electronically excited state 1 'A n can be reached at a photolysis wavelength of 308 nm.46-48 The experimentally observed vertical excitation energy to the 1 'A * state of HN, is4.68eV (265 nm). 49 Thus, this state is reached at the long-wavelength end of absorption. Due to the isotopic shift, the excitation energy of DN, at 308 nm is "lower" compared to HN, (see E, in Table II) .
If the dissociation takes place in the R N, plane and if the parent molecule does not rotate, then the photoexcitation will strongly align the R N, in the lab frame and the ejected NR fragments must show a strong anisotropic spatial distribution, i.e., a strong (WV) correlation described by a fiPU parameter at the theoretical limit of either /3,, (min) = -0.5orfl,, (max) = + 1. ForalA"+-'A' transition, the dipole moment p must be aligned perpendicular to the plane of symmetry of the parent. Thus one expects a value close to the theoretical limit of fi," (min) = -0.5 for the anisotropy parameter. A deviation from this limit is caused either by a change of the initial geometry or by rotation of the parent during fragmentation. We start with the model assumption that R N, becomes distorted in a plane. Then the (WV) correlation for a rotating R N, depends only on the time scale of the fragmentation, since p is aligned with E, the electric field vector of the photolyzing laser beam at t = 0, but the recoil velocity v is determined at the moment of separation and is analyzed at times much longer than the lifetime of the excited complex: /3,, = (P, ( pt = ,, *v, = m ) ). A deviation from the limiting valuep,, = -0.5 is attributed to (a) a deflection of the recoil velocity by the tangential velocity u, of the rotating parent and (b) an R N, rotation by an angle 6 = w-7 prior to fragmentation, where w describes the angular velocity and r the lifetime of the parent in the excited state." Assuming a first-order decay reaction, an upper limit for the fragmentation time of DN, into DN and N, is given by r< 120 fs, where fi," = -0.4 for the lowest DN rotational state is used in the calculations." If we assume a molecular decay on an exponentially shaped potential-energy surface with respect to the distance of the ND and N, products, then the fragments are separated by 270 pm after that dissociation time.& All important quantities of initial parent rotation which may influence the ejected products are summarized in Table  III . The deflection angle 0~ 5" is simply calculated from the observed mean recoil velocity (u) (see Table II ) and the tangential velocity U, = w *d, where d is the distance from the center of mass of the parent to the center of mass of the product and w = ,/m, with 0 being the relevant moment of inertia. Obviously the recoil velocity is not significantly influenced by initial parent motion.
Origin of product rotation
The rotational excitation of the products is related to the torque provided by the gradient of the upper PES with respect to the three bending angles (see Table I ). Fragment rotation may also be influenced by initial parent rotation about the three axes of inertia. In Table III the amount of transferred parent rotation to the product is given, with kT/2 for each degree of freedom. Jllv is the projection of the rotational vector onto the recoil axis (for a planar fragmentation) and Jlv is the transferred rotation perpendicular to the recoil axis. The ND fragment picks up slightly more rotation from the parent than the NH product. However, in the dissociation processes of DN, and HN,, much more product rotation is generated than transferred from initial parent motion (see Fig. 2 ) and, thus, parent motion may be neglected as a source of product rotation.
The Doppler profile measurements yield the internal energy of the partner fragment. "S The photodissociation of HN, at shorter wavelengths generates N, fragments which are highly rotationally excited.39*"*54 We assume that the substitution of hydrogen by deuterium will not strongly change the dissociation dynamics and, thus, the N, fragment will be formed with a considerable amount of rotation (see Table II ). Although the transfer of initial parent rotation into the N, product is higher than into the NR product (see Table III ), the extremely high N, product rotation is essentially caused by the dynamics on the upper PES.
Information about the N, rotational state distribution P(J,* ) can be obtained from the wings of the Doppler lines.& We assume a Gaussian-like recoil velocity distribution of the fragments, where the width of the distribution AY/ is determined from the analyzed profile, AY, [ Eq. (2) 1. P( JN, ) can be extracted from the velocity distributionf( u) of the NR fragment: P(J) =f( v) * (du/dJ).44 Figure 8 shows the N, product state distribution for NH and ND partner fragments. Both distributions are identical within the experimental accuracy. It should be mentioned that the analysis of the Doppler width was performed separately for both A sublevels, but no different behavior was observed. Thus, there is no correlation between the A (A ') or A (A v ) states and the N, rotation.
C. Electronic asymmetry and vector correlations
The most striking feature in the photodissociation dynamics of HN, and DN3 at the long-wavelength end of the first electronic absorption spectrum is the different behavior of the A doublets in terms of the (pv) and (pJ) correlation, while the population of both A sublevels is essentially the same (see Fig. 1) .
A pure planar dissociation of R N3 from the first electronic excited state 2 'A " should lead to NR fragments in the antisymmetric 'A(,4 ") state, because the wave function of the N, (X 'X8+ ) partner product is symmetric with respect to reflection at the fragmentation plane. In that case the vectors should also be aligned in a specific way: The recoil velocity v must be aligned perpendicular to the dipole moment l.~; i.e., the anisotropy parameter flpU must be close to -0.5. The correlation between the translational and rotational motion of the fragment should also be strongly negative, because the rotational vector J is perpendicular to the plane of fragment rotation and, thus, perpendicular to the recoil direction. Table IV width is essentially independent of JND, the N, partner products of ND fragments in low rotational states are generated with a significant amount of rotation. This N, rotation must be caused by an in-plane bending motion. The conservation of total angular momentum J, is fulfilled by the orbital angular momentum 1 of the ND-N, system, J, = J,, + Jrv2 + &mm,. For high ND product rotation, the DN, system behaves differently and the importance of nonplanar geometries in the excited state dissociation dynamics is evident.
In the ground-state dissociation of HN, (y 'A '), following overtone excitation, King and co-workers4' observed a preferred population of the symmetric NH A(A ') state, as expected for a planar dissociation. Alexander et aL4' developed a model to predict this A doublet preference. In that Franck-Condon model, the electronic-vibrational wave function, VI,, of the N2-NH system at the transition state (determined by ab initio calculation? ) is projected onto the electronic-rotational wave function of the free NH rotor, Y,:
TABLE IV, Vector correlations in the photodissociation of HN, and DN, at 308 nm. The influence of the electronic asymmetry in NH ('A) state A doublets on the dissociation dynamics is documented by the different pvaluesforNR fragmentsgeneratedeitherin the'A(d ') orin the 'A(A ") state. The fraction of fragment rotation which is generated by a torsional motion of the NR rotamer is given by&,,,. . The calculated ratio MJI "1 (10) agrees well with the one determined in the experiment.43
The vector correlation between the recoil velocity v and the rotational vector J was also calculated assuming that the NH fragment is ejected along the N, chain. The predicted value of the corresponding fluJ parameter was significantly smaller [fl,,(theory) = -0.391 than the experimentally measured value [/3, (experiment) = 0.17 + 0.061. Probably the dissociation geometry in the exit channel changes in such a way that the NH angular momentum is more strongly induced by a torsional motion of the parent. This out-ofplane motion leads to a NH motion like a propeller driven airplane, i.e., a preferred parellel alignment between v and J.
Out-of-plane motions are very important in the R N, UV dissociation at 308 nm discussed in the present paper. Thus, the simple Franck-Condon-type model cannot be adopted to predict the different behavior of the A doublets. In the following we first want to consider the charge density of the A doublets.
The non-normalized wave function of the two 7~ electrons which form the electronic states in NR are given by a 'AtA '1 =cos(p, + p2 1,
(llc) X3Z-=sin(q, -q2).
(lld) The angles pi measure the angles from electron 1 and electron 2 to an axis perpendicular to the NR bond. In Fig. 7 of Ref. 39 the lobe of a single A electron is shown to illustrate its spatial distribution. If we combine two r electrons to a A state, then the charge density p(q) is given by Thus, the charge density has cylindrical symmetry, i.e., it is independent of e, and identical for both A sublevels: P(P).4, =p(p),4" * The probability density of observing electron 1 at the same position as electron 2, i.e., q, = p2 = p, is given by 1qtp1 ) A' 12-cos2wL (15a) lti(p2 IA-12-sin2W),
which corresponds to the typical "four-leafed-clover"-shape of a A electron.
It is important to note that the vector correlations are not necessarily identical for the A (A ' ) and the A (A " ) state. For example, the (v-J) correlation described by the flti pa-of HN, rameter is the second moment of the M distribution of the rotation about the recoil axis. For a given NR level (J,h), where A represents, in an unconventional way, the A(A ') or A (A n ) level, the correlation between the translational and rotational motion of the fragment is given by In the present experiment the difference AP( J) between the populations of the A levels vanishes, 
M
We observe an increasing positive value of AfiUJ (J) for increasing J, indicating the preferred population of high IM 1 levels in the 'A(A') state relative to those of the 'A(A ") state. We simply assume a square dependence of the population of the magnetic sublevels, such that P( J,M,A ') increases with increasing P(J,M,A')--a(A')J'+M', while P(J,M,A ") decreases, P(J,M,A ") --a(A ")J' -M2. Inthe high J limit we observe for the ND fragment p, (A ') = + 0.2 and pUJ (A U ) = -0.2 (see Table IV) . These values will be reproduced for a(A ') = f and a(A " ) = 1. The corresponding P(M) distributions are shown in Fig. 9 .
The spatial distribution of the ND fragments is also different for both A components (see Table IV ). While ND products generated in the antisymmetric 'A(A ") state are preferentially ejected in the plane of the parent, i.e. perpendicular to the axis of the transition dipole moment CL, the recoil of the ND(A ') fragments is more parallel to CL. Thus, especially for these fragments, DN, is distorted by a NN-ND out-of-plane bend configuration. However, the ND (A v ) products must also have moved away from the ini- tion of HN, at higher excitation energies (248 nm, 266 nm) which are close to the absorption maximum, A (a,,, ) = 265 nm.39*40*+4 A careful check of our former measurements shows that at 248 nm, both A doublets behave identically. At 266 nm, a very small difference in the line profiles at high J is barely observable. At 308 nm, the vector correlations of NH(A ') and NH (A V ) are different and this difference becomes even more pronounced in the photofragmentation of DN, which needs slightly higher excitation energies (hE= 250 cm -', see Table II ). At the long-wavelength end of the absorption spectrum, regions of the upper PES different from the equilibrium geometry are probed. Since the potential energy of the molecule on the upper PES decreases at larger NN-NR distances for a bent NN-NR configuration, it is expected that the different behavior of the A components originates from motions at those dissociation geometries.
V. CONCLUSION
The experimentally observed scalar and vector properties of HN, and DN, fragmentation at 308 nm can be explained by a dissociation process, where product rotation is composed of breaking parent bending (in-plane and out-ofplane) vibrations and of an angular dependence of the] 'A ' state. The weighting of the single factors is different in HN, and DN, and specific for each rotational state. The bipolar moments Pg, Ppu, and fiti are direct representations of the contributing effects, since these result in different vector correlations. Assuming that the transition state in the RN, photodissociation is roughly planar, fragment rotation due to breaking of parent in-plane bending modes will align ~11 J and vlJ, whereas N,-NR bond cleavage by torsional excitation will lead to plJ and VII J. Therefore, high NR rotation originates predominantly from the internal torsional motion of R N,, and that mainly from the torque provided by the angular dependence of the 2 'A ' state. For low J, in-plane bending motion is essential for the fragmentation process which is turned out by the strong negative (WV) and (V-J) vector correlations.
Despite the observation of a pronounced difference in product internal energy disposal at the 308 nm fragmentation of the isotopic hydrazoic acid (see Table II ), it is likely to explain the process by a uniform mechanism, which is determined by the nearly identical potential surfaces. The higher rotational excitation in ND seems to be due to the much longer ND lever arm being about 12.5% of the N-D distance and, hence, almost twice as long as that of NH.
The origin of NR rotation is an in-plane bending motion of the NNN chain leading to a negative& parameter and an out-of-plane motion which results in a positive value for,&. Due to the larger mass of the D atom one rather expects a stronger motion in the original plane of the parent resulting in a more pronounced negative (v-v) and (v*J) correlation which is observed in the experiment.
The most striking result in the fragmentation of R N, at 308 nm is the influence of the electronic asymmetry in NR( 'A) A doublets on the photodissociation dynamics. While the population of the A sublevels is the same within a few percent, the vector correlations are significantly differ- ent. NR products in the asymmetric 'A (A ' ) state are generated with a preferred perpendicular alignment between CL, the transition dipole moment of the parent, and v, the recoil velocity of the product. This is expected for a planar dissociation process where the dipole moment p of the ii 'A ' +-X'A ' transition is perpendicular to the molecular plane. The rotational vector J is preferentially aligned perpendicular to the propagation direction of the product and the rotation is essentially caused by an in-plane bending motion of the N, chain. NR products in the symmetric 'A(A ') state are formed at high Jwith a preferred parallel alignment between ~1 and vindicating the importance of nonplanar geometries in the excited-state dissociation dynamics. The nonplanarity of the process for generating NR products in the 'A(A ') state is also evident from the (v-J) correlation. At high fragment rotation the translational and rotational vectors are aligned preferentially parallel to one another which corresponds to a torsional motion of the NR (A ') rotor. In order to explain these A doublet propensities, which were observed for the first time, a model has to deal explicitly with the two-electron character of the 'A state.
